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Make campaign changes a “snap” and improve your image too.

Cape Town Fish Market (CTFM), a multi-national sea-
food restaurant with locations in London and through-
out South Africa, has selected Triga for their in-store 
advertising.  This includes 84 standing displays and 42 
wall-mounted units.

CTFM’s stated goal is to e!  ciently distribute new 
campaign graphics for installation by restaurant sta" .  
They’re determined to eliminate delays and costs related 
to shipping banner stands for graphic updates.  Triga’s 
simple & e" ective tensioning system has allowed them 
to exceed their goal.  All graphics are shipped directly to 
sites for placement.  It’s been such a strong success that 
CTFM is partnering with key suppliers to increase the 
breadth and frequency of their campaigns (i.e. winery 
featured in photos).
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500 towers at 250 retail sites.  Client is changing 1500 prints each month.

South African retail banking leader Standard Bank under-
stands the impact of large-format graphics.  They also value the 
ability to transform spaces and maintain a fresh look in their 
branches.  What they don’t like is the high cost and disruption of 
sending specialty installers to over 250 locations.

Standard Bank’s stated goal was to achieve an e!  cient and 
cost-e" ective process allowing them to run monthly promotional 
campaigns.  They generate fresh creative for all three sides of 
their Triga systems each month.

A major cost Standard Bank was able to eliminate using Triga 
was dedicated installers.  Standard Bank took sample Tri-Towers 
to several branches and asked their own sta"  to install graph-
ics.  After several of their most “vertically challenged” employees 
changed relatively big prints (4’ x 8’) using nothing more than a 
step-stool, they knew they had the right solution.
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Make big impressions at events.  Easy setup and clean looking graphics.

Triga Wall - A new way to display huge graphics 
indoors.  The picture to the right shows 30’ wide x 14’ 
tall units that were done for E! Entertainment.

Indoor billboard?  2-sided graphic-wall?  Free-
standing?  No problem...  Virtually any width and 
heights up to 16’ can be achieved using Triga’s pat-
ented components.   Anodized aluminum structure 
and unique tensioning devices are hidden behind 
graphics that are pulled tight and free of wrinkles.

For print-providers, there’s very simple # nishing 
- no proprietary fasteners, welding, sewing or seams.  
Perhaps best of all, the Triga Wall is simple to assem-
ble with no tools required.
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Getting the most out of 100 square feet is a challenge.  
With Triga, designers are free to maximize graphics size 
with walls placed at the very perimeter.  They can display 
large, $ at, seamless graphics on a variety of substrates.  
Triga also produces podiums and other furniture that 
collapse into lightweight and compact shipping contain-
ers.  All are assembled without tools.

Lights are easily mounted to the tops of Triga displays 
to bring extra attention to your beautiful graphics.

Perhaps best of all, when you wish to update your 
look - simply have the fresh panels printed.  Graphics can 
easily be installed and interchanged.

Reduce shipping and labor costs.  Maximize impact and space utilization.
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50’ graphic transforms a space - and can be changed in minutes.

At their Los Angeles offices, a company wanted to 
transform a high-traffic area using a 50’ wide x 8’ tall 
image.   They didn’t want to commit to a single graphic 
permanently, though.  Their imaging partner (and our 
valued reseller), Image Options*, proposed Triga as the 
solution.

Made up of ten 5’ sections, the system is capable of 
holding any number of pieces - but the highest impact 
is realized when the graphic is printed and hung as a 
single, seamless piece.  The space is transformed and 
the client can change the graphic any time they wish.

*Image Options is in Foothill Ranch, CA and can be 
found on the web at imageoptions.net.


